The Geography of Ancient Egypt
Test Your Knowledge
Complete these statements about Ancient Egypt’s geography and society by writing the
correct word in each space.
1. Egypt’s landscape is covered mostly with ___________________. sand salt volcanoes water
2. The strip of land along the Nile ______________ almost every year. disappears floods
3. The Nile Delta contains many _______________ that run into the sea. streams

beetles

4. The Pharaoh could secretly _________________ the flooding of the Nile. measure

stop

5. The land was divided into provinces called ‘_____________’. gnomes nomes homes

burns
slaves
cause
biomes

6. Pharaoh’s chief minister was called the ‘____________’. visitor visor Visigoth vizier
7. Men who wrote official government documents were ‘_____________’. scribes
8. Most Egyptians in ancient times were ___________________. lawyers drivers

priests
students

9. Egyptians used ________________ to pull their carts and ploughs. mice chariots
10. The name ‘Pharaoh’ means ‘great _____________’. man

neighbour

house

cattle
lion

kings
farmers
horses
git

11. List some important uses for papyrus by separating this letter chain into six words.
sailslinennetsropespaperclothing
a. ________________________

b. ________________________

c. _______________________

d. ________________________

e. ________________________

f. _______________________

12. What is a ‘granary’? ______________________________________________________________
13. Look at some of the transportation vehicles the Ancient Egyptians used and write a description
of their design, construction and uses.
a)
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14. Match these gods and goddesses with their characteristics by writing their names in the

correct spaces:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Geb

Hapi

Nut

Osiris

Seth

Isis

_________________ brother of Isis and Osiris
_________________ the sky goddess
_________________ goddess of fertility
_________________ god who first civilised Egypt
_________________ god of the Earth and crops
_________________ god with breasts and big belly

15. Do some online research, or use your general knowledge, to name these Egyptian gods.

a)
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b)

c)

d)
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